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ABSTRACT

Turbulent flows laden with large, deformable drops or bubbles are ubiquitous in nature

and in a number of industrial processes. These flows are characterized by a physics

acting at many different scales: from the macroscopic length scale of the problem down

to the microscopic molecular scale of the interface. Naturally, the numerical resolution of

all the scales of the problem, which span about eight to nine orders of magnitude, is not

possible, with the consequence that numerical simulations of turbulent multiphase flows

impose challenges and require methods able to capture the multi-scale nature of the flow.

In this review, we start by describing the numerical methods commonly employed and

by discussing their advantages and limitations, and then we focus on the issues arising
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from the limited range of scales that can be possibly solved. Ultimately, the droplet size

distribution, a key result of interest for turbulent multiphase flows, is used as a benchmark

to compare the capabilities of the different methods and to discuss the main insights that

can be drawn from these simulations. Based on this, we define a series of guidelines and

best practices that we believe to be important in the analysis of the simulations and in the

development of new numerical methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Turbulent multiphase flows are ubiquitous in nature and in our everyday life. These flows play

a key-role in various applications, from geophysical phenomena [1, 2], to food [3, 4] and industrial

processes [5, 6]. In addition, never as in this year, was so clear how important are multiphase

flow processes also in host-to-host airborne disease transmission [7–13]. Compared to single-

phase turbulence, the study and mathematical modeling of multiphase turbulence are much more

complex, since they require the description of an ever moving and deforming interface, of its topo-

logical modifications and of the underlying turbulent flow. In addition, and possibly in the vast

majority of processes, the phases are not pure, but carry small quantities of surface active agents

(surfactants) that modify globally and locally interface properties. These agents, composed of a

hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail, collect at the interface between the phases and act pri-

marily by reducing the local surface tension value, thus decreasing the normal interfacial stresses.

However, when surfactants are not uniformly distributed, they give rise to surface tension gradients

and thus to stresses tangential to the interface (Marangoni stresses [14]), further increasing the

complexity of the interactions [15–17].

Multiphase turbulence is a non-trivial problem and is governed by a physics acting on a wide

range of scales: from the largest problem scale, down to the Kolmogorov scale of turbulence

and further down to the molecular scale of the interface. Such a diversity of scales can be ap-

preciated from figure 1, which shows a rendering of a turbulent flow laden with surfactant-covered

drops/bubbles (drops hereinafter without any loss of generality). The main panel shows the macro-

scopic scales of the system: in general, these are the largest turbulence scales (i.e. the size of a
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Fig. 1. Qualitative rendering showing the wide range of scales involved in the physics of turbulent multiphase flows. The main panel

highlights the macroscopic scales, such as the large flow structures and the clusters of drops. In the first close-up view, top-left lens,

the mesoscopic scales, the typical size of drops and the smaller turbulent eddies, are reported, while in the second close-up view,

top-right lens, the interfacial molecular scales are shown. At the molecular scale, the different fluids are represented respectively as

grey and red molecules, while surfactant is depicted as amphiphilic molecules, with a hydrophilic head (blue) and hydrophobic tails

(yellow).

duct or the diameter of a jet). The mesoscopic scales can be appreciated in the first close-up view

(top-left lens): the typical size of the drops and the smaller turbulent structures. The second close-

up view (top-right lens) shows the nanoscopic scales, including the molecular scale of interfacial

phenomena and of surfactants (here represented as amphiphilic molecules with a blue hydrophilic

head and yellow hydrophobic tails), which are dominated by a physics acting at the molecular

level [18]. Figure 1 shows, in a nutshell, the complexity of the problem: although the length scales

cover about eight to nine orders of magnitude and are thus largely separated, phenomena acting

at each different scale are tightly intertwined and have a strong effect on the other scales.

Obtaining accurate predictions on the behavior of the system is extremely important for the op-

timization and improvement of many processes and applications. However, assessing informations

on physical quantities of interest in multiphase turbulence is complex: experimental measurements
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on multiphase flows are a challenging task [19–21] and accurate simulations of multiphase flows

require methods able to capture the topology of the dispersed phase and its modifications [22–24].

In addition, the presence of surfactants or contaminants makes this task even more challenging

and requires the creation of more sophisticated experimental [25,26] and numerical [27–30] tech-

niques. Simulations are an essential tool to investigate the physics of multiphase turbulence and

are becoming increasingly popular in recent years: numerical simulations allow to access detailed

space- and time-resolved information on the flow field, on the dispersed phase morphology and on

the surfactant distribution. Starting from the pioneering work of Harlow and Welch [31], different

methods have been developed to numerically investigate multiphase flows [22–24, 32]. However,

despite all the recent advancements, a common issue dictated by the multi-scale nature of multi-

phase turbulence affects the reliability of simulations: the limited spatial and temporal resolution

one can reasonably afford [33]. In particular, as done for single-phase turbulence [34,35], it would

be highly desirable to perform simulations in which all scales are directly resolved, without any

model. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be applied to multiphase flows since the scale separa-

tion between the largest flow scale and the smallest interfacial scale is about eight to nine orders of

magnitude, while the most recent high-performance computing infrastructures (HPC) can handle

a maximal scale separation of about three to four orders of magnitude. Besides, although most

of the numerical approaches for the simulation of multiphase flows rely on the continuum hypoth-

esis, as length scales become smaller and smaller, the continuum hypothesis breaks down and

molecular-scale dynamics has to be considered [22,36].

The impossibility to resolve all the length scales using a unique set of governing equations

has driven researchers to the development of different families of computational methods, which

can be classified on the basis of the range of resolved scales and the characteristic size of the

simulated drop. In figure 2, the characteristic size of the drop is reported on the horizontal axis,

while the range of resolved scales is reported on the vertical axis. The vertical and horizontal

gray bands show the range of values of the Kolmogorov length scale for typical direct numerical

simulations (DNS) of turbulence. Starting from the bottom left, we have Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations (red box), where all the nanoscopic scales are resolved and thus all the interactions
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Fig. 2. Classification of the families of methods commonly used for the description of turbulent dispersed multiphase flows. The

families of methods are classified depending on the range of drop size described and the range of scales resolved (indicated in

meters). The typical Kolmogorov length-scale range (for the Reynolds numbers commonly simulated) is reported with a gray band.

Images source: Perumanath et al. 2019 [37] (Molecular dynamic); Soldati et al. 2009 [38] (Lagrangian Particle Tracking); Roccon et

al. 2017 [39] (Interface-resolved simulations); Evrard et al. 2019 [40] (Hybrid approaches); Xiao et al. 2014 [41] (LES + SGSD).

among drops and surfactant molecules are directly resolved as well. Clearly, the characteristic

size of the drop that can be simulated is very small [37, 42, 43] (less than 1 micrometer) and tur-

bulence is not considered. Increasing the characteristic drop/bubble size and the range of scales

resolved, we find Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT) methods (black box). In these methods, all

turbulence scales are resolved and drops are assumed as point-wise and must be smaller than or

of the order of the Kolmogorov scale [38, 44, 45]. The motion of the drops is modeled using a set

of force- and torque-balance equations, while drops feedback on the fluid, drop-drop interactions

and possibly drop deformation are accounted for with specific phenomenological models. Keeping

the same range of resolved scales but increasing the characteristic drop size, we have interface-

resolved simulation methods [22–24] (blue box), which are the focus of this review. Within this

class of methods, we can make a distinction based on the approach used to describe the inter-

face: interface tracking methods, which explicitly follow the interface (using for example sets of
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marker points or interface-fitted grids) and interface capturing methods, which implicitly define the

interface using a constant value of a color function (i.e. an equivalent phase-concentration field).

Also for this class of methods, the entire range of turbulence scales is resolved. To extend the

range of drop sizes that can be described, the latter two classes of methods (interface-resolved

simulations and LPT) can be coupled obtaining hybrid approaches [40, 46, 47] (yellow box). This

family of methods uses interface-resolved methods to describe the dynamics of the larger-scale

interfaces (e.g. larger drops), while the motion of the smaller drops is simulated using a LPT

approach. Specific algorithms are used to switch between the interface-resolved description and

the Lagrangian point-wise-particle tracking depending on the size of the drops, which can change

upon breakage or coalescence events. Finally, shifting upwards the range of resolved scales, we

have the Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) with sub-grid surface dynamics (SGSD) [41,48,49] (gray

box). This class of methods uses sub-grid models to describe the dynamics of the smaller turbu-

lence scales, of the smaller drops and of the sub-grid interfacial features. In particular, a subset

of these methods adopts closure models for the velocity field [41,49], while interfacial phenomena

are resolved on the same grid or on a more refined grid; conversely, another subset of methods

use closure models for both sub-grid turbulence scales and sub-grid interfacial features [48].

In this review, we focus on direct numerical simulations of multiphase turbulence performed

using interface-resolved methods (blue box). The term direct numerical simulation is here used

to identify fully verified simulations of validated equations, where all continuum time and length

scales are fully resolved for an unsteady flow involving a large range of flow scales [50]. We

restrict our discussion to isothermal, non-condensing, non-evaporating multi-fluid systems. We

start by describing the numerical methods commonly employed for interface-resolved simulations

in section 2; this part is divided in three sections, dedicated respectively to the flow, interface and

surfactant simulation methods. Then, we focus on the main challenges and critical aspects of the

different simulation methods. Specifically, we discuss the impact of the multi-scale nature of these

flows on the reliability of the numerical representation of coalescence and breakage events and

of the smaller droplets and ligaments, section 3. We then consider the drop size distribution as

a benchmark to compare the capabilities of the different methods, section 4. This result is of key
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interest in many applications and can be seen as the ultimate competition between coalescence

and breakage events (and their numerical representation). This comparison allows us to discuss

the main weaknesses of the different simulation methods and which improvements can be adopted

to mitigate these issues. Finally, we define a series of guidelines and best practices that we believe

should be always kept in mind in the analysis of simulations results and in the development and

validation of new numerical methods, section 5.

2 NUMERICAL DESCRIPTION OF MULTIPHASE FLOWS

The simulation of turbulent multiphase flows requires numerical tools able to describe the dif-

ferent aspects of the system. In the following, each of these aspects will be addressed separately,

starting from the description of the flow field in each phase and of the coupling of the phases at

the interface, section 2.1. Then, the numerical methods used to track the movement and shape

of the interface in space and time will be introduced, with a particular focus on whether and how

each numerical method is able to simulate merging and coalescence of the interface, section 2.2.

Lastly, we address the numerical method used to track the concentration of a surfactant phase at

the interface for different types of surfactant (i.e. soluble and insoluble surfactants), section 2.3.

2.1 Flow field description

The description of the flow field requires numerical methods that can handle abrupt changes

of density and viscosity at the interface and that can account for the presence of surface tension

forces [23]. The oldest and more widely adopted approach is the one-fluid approach, which relies

on the solution of a single set of Navier-Stokes equations in the entire domain (usually performed

on a structured grid). Possible alternatives to this approach are the body-fitted grid methods

[51–54], which rely on the solution of multiple sets of Navier-Stokes equations, one for each phase,

coupled at the interface. A third possible solution, which attempts at combining the advantages of

the one-fluid approach with the accuracy of the body-fitted grid methods is the class of the sharp-

interface methods [55–59]. These methods rely on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

in separated domains using structured grids, which are easier to handle; halo regions are used

to couple the separate domains. A schematic classification of the different methods is shown in
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Fig. 3. Numerical methods commonly used for the description of the flow field. From top to bottom: i) One-fluid (or continuous)

approach, one set of Navier-Stokes equations is solved in the entire domain; ii) Body-fitted grid methods, multiple sets of Navier-

Stokes equations are solved on structured grids conformed to the phase boundaries and coupled at the interface; iii) Sharp-interface

approach, multiple sets of Navier-Stokes equations are solved and coupled on single a structured grid.

figure 3.

One-fluid approach. In the framework of the one-fluid approach, a single set of Navier-Stokes

equations is used to obtain the flow field solution on the entire domain:

∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · (η∇u) + Fσ + Fb in Ω , (1)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, ρ and η are respectively the local density and viscosity,

Fσ are the surface tension forces, Fb the body forces and Ω is the computational domain. The

Navier-Stokes equations are modified so to account for density and/or viscosity jumps between the

two phases. Surface tension forces are introduced to satisfy kinematic and dynamics boundary

conditions at the interface [60]. In particular, density and viscosity fields are usually expressed

in term of Heaviside functions H and of the density (viscosity) ρ1 and ρ2 (η1 and η2) of the two

phases:

ρ = ρ1 +H(ρ2 − ρ1) ,

η = η1 +H(η2 − η1) ,

(2)
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while surface tension forces are introduced using delta functions [23,61]. The numerical resolution

of discontinuities of these fields at the interface requires the development of specific smoothing

kernels that can smear out density and viscosity jumps across the interface and surface tension

forces to a point that can be numerically handled (two or more grid points [62]). Handling these

discontinuous functions poses several challenges: for larger density/viscosity contrasts, solvers

capable of dealing with large variations of the physical properties are required [63–68], while for

surface tension forces, robust models suitable to accurately describe these forces in a wide range

of multiphase flow problems are sought [61, 69–71]. Overall, this approach is the most adopted

since it allows for the use of highly-parallel and efficient solvers, similarly to those commonly used

for the resolution of single-phase flows on structured grids [23, 64]. The main limitations of this

class of methods are represented by the smoothing of the discontinuities across the interface,

which can limit the accuracy of the method, and the need for schemes able to accurately handle

large density and viscosity variations.

Body-fitted grid methods. This class of methods exploits grids that conform to the interface

separating the fluids: this method largely simplifies the imposition of the boundary conditions at

the interface [51–54,72]. As shown in equation 3, the flow field solution is usually obtained via the

solution of two (or more) sets of Navier-Stokes equations, one for each fluid domain (subscripts 1

and 2 in equation 3), and coupled at the interface (see also the scheme in figure 3).

∂(ρ1u1)

∂t
+∇ · (ρ1u1u1) = −∇p1 +∇ · (η1∇u1) + Fb,1 in Ω1 ,

∂(ρ2u2)

∂t
+∇ · (ρ2u2u2) = −∇p2 +∇ · (η2∇u2) + Fb,2 in Ω2 .

(3)

Here Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 is the entire computational domain, while Ω1 and Ω2 are the subdomains oc-

cupied by each phase. Suitable boundary conditions for each phase couple the two separate

subdomains at the interface; jump conditions for the velocity field or any other fluid property can

be directly applied. Despite the improved accuracy offered by this class of methods, the use of

structured grids limits its applicability to drops undergoing small deformations without breaking. In
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addition, if the problem involves a large number of drops, the grid generation becomes computa-

tionally expensive [23,73], and therefore this approach is usually limited to simpler problems.

Sharp-interface methods. Sharp interface methods [23, 55–59, 74] are an alternative class of

approaches that try to combine the advantages of the fixed structured grid, typical of the one-

fluid formulation, with the accuracy given by the interfacial jump conditions, typical of the body-

fitted grid approach. Among the possible implementations [55–59,74,75], the Ghost-Fluid Method

(GFM) [58,74,76,77] has emerged as the most popular. In the framework of the GFM, two sets of

Navier-Stokes equations (one for each phase, subscripts 1 and 2):

∂(ρ1u1)

∂t
+∇ · (ρ1u1u1) = −∇p1 +∇ · (η1∇u1) + Fb,1 in Ω1 ∪ Ω1,ghost ,

∂(ρ2u2)

∂t
+∇ · (ρ2u2u2) = −∇p2 +∇ · (η2∇u2) + Fb,2 in Ω2 ∪ Ω2,ghost ,

(4)

are solved in the respective domains and ghost nodes (Ω1,ghost and Ω2,ghost, marked with crosses

in the respective scheme of figure 3) are used to improve the treatment of the discontinuities at

the interface [58, 74]. The two Navier-Stokes equations are solved separately in each subdo-

main (Ω1 ∪ Ω1,ghost and Ω2 ∪ Ω2,ghost respectively), using the ghost nodes across the interface

to impose the jump conditions on the velocity field and on the phase properties. In this way,

standard single-phase solvers can be used and jump conditions at the interface between the two

fluids can be imposed explicitly. The capability of handling discontinuities at the interface allows

for a straightforward simulation of complex interfacial conditions, such as phase change [78–80].

Sharp-interface methods appear to be promising and suitable for a wide range of multiphase flow

instances [81–86]. There are however some issues that limits their application, among which the

discretization of the viscous terms [77,87] and the much higher computational cost with respect to

the more commonly adopted one-fluid approach.
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2.2 Interface description: interface tracking and interface capturing

The simulation of a moving, ever-deforming interface, which can also undergo topological

changes, is a challenging task that requires accurate and robust algorithms. The available meth-

ods can be classified in two families, interface tracking and interface capturing methods; a syn-

thetic classification listing the most popular methods is reported in figure 4. The fundamental

difference resides in the definition of the interface: interface tracking approaches explicitly follow

the position of the interface with Lagrangian markers or interface-fitted meshes, while interface

capturing methods define the interface position as a prescribed value of a color function or phase-

concentration field. The definition of the interface has direct consequences on the simulation of

topological changes of the interface (as for instance breaking and merging): interface tracking

methods require explicit models to manage the connectivity of Lagrangian markers or meshes,

while topological modifications of the interface are implicitly handled in interface capturing meth-

ods. As will become clear later on, there is yet no common agreement on which is the best way to

describe topological changes, and each family of methods has its own advantages and disadvan-

tages.

2.2.1 Interface tracking methods

Front Tracking (FT). This method was developed and largely exploited by Unverdi and Tryg-

gvason [88] for the description of incompressible multiphase viscous flows; the capabilities of the

method were demonstrated with two- and three-dimensional simulations of bubble motion and in-

teraction. This approach relies on the advection of a set of Lagrangian markers that define the

instantaneous position of the interface (blue dots in figure 4). The Lagrangian markers, denoted

by xf , are advected according to the local flow velocity, u, as follows:

∂xf
∂t

= u . (5)

Each connected set of marker points defines a separate interface; as the interface shrinks and ex-

pands, the linked list of points is then updated at simulation run-time by adding or removing marker
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Fig. 4. Numerical methods employed for the description of the dispersed phase topology. The methods can be classified in interface

tracking methods, which rely on Lagrangian markers or interface-fitted meshes, and interface capturing methods, which rely on color

functions or phase concentration fields. Among the interface tracking methods, we have: i) Front Tracking (FT) method; ii) Immersed

Boundary Method (IBM); iii) Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. In the category of the interface capturing methods we have:

i) Volume of Fluid (VoF); ii) Level-Set (LS) method; iii) Phase-Field (PF) method; iv) Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method.

points when needed. For instance, a marker point might be added when the distance between to

adjacent points exceeds a certain threshold or might be removed when the distance decreases

below a minimum distance. The restructuring of the front by adding or deleting marker points al-

lows to keep an adequate resolution of the interface (by adding marker points when the interface

stretches) and to avoid wiggles of the interface much smaller than the grid size (by deleting marker

points when the interface shrinks) [89]. This restructuring of the interface acts only on each sepa-

rate set of connected markers, i.e. on each single interface. This means that interactions among

separate interfaces (i.e. separate sets of linked points), which may lead to coalescence (merging

of two or more sets of linked points) or breakage (creation of new sets of linked points) phenom-

ena, must be handled with additional ad-hoc models. To address this issue, different strategies to

deal with topological modifications of the interface have been proposed: separate interfaces can
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Fig. 5. Front Tracking simulation of a vertical channel flow laden with buoyant bubbles; the vortical structures, identified using the

λ2 method and colored according to their orientation, are also reported. Here the effect of topological modifications of the interface

(namely, breakage and coalescence) is investigated; fronts are reconnected when they are closer than a set distance. The figure has

been taken from Lu and Tryggvason [91].

be merged when they are closer than a certain minimum distance (e.g. the grid size [89–92]),

when they stay close enough for a time longer than a prescribed interaction time [93] or using

more sophisticated algorithms [94–96].

Immersed Boundary Method (IBM). This method was first proposed in the 70s by Peskin in his

PhD thesis [97] for the numerical simulation of flow patterns around heart valves. The immersed

boundary method finds huge and important application in the simulation of flows past solid objects,

bounded by complex and possibly moving boundaries [98, 99] or laden with dense suspensions

of finite-size particles [100–102]. Relatively fewer works can be found for flows involving fluid-fluid

interfaces [103–108]. In this method, the interface is represented by a moving Lagrangian mesh

(gray nodes in figure 4); an additional forcing term, which accounts for the interface contribution, is

applied to the Navier-Stokes equations only in the grid cells crossed by the interface. A smoothing

kernel defines the way in which the forcing is applied on the neighboring grid nodes. Immersed

boundary methods, similarly to front tracking methods, become computationally complex when a

large number of separate interfaces is simulated: a separate set of Lagrangian markers, with their

relative connectivity informations, has to be tracked in space and time and collisions among dif-

ferent interfaces, and the eventual topological modifications of the interface, have to be accounted
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for. Some of these issues were tackled by Spandan et al. [106], including a collision detection al-

gorithm; however, according with the available literature, topological modifications of the interface

have not yet been tackled and are indeed among the possible future developments.

Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE). This method was initially developed also in the 70s by

Hirt and coworkers [109] for the simulation of fluid-solid interactions and shocks. In the frame

of this approach the mesh can move with the fluid (Lagrangian), or also can be maintained fixed

(Eulerian) or even move with any other prescribed speed (mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian) [109]. In the

simulation of multiphase flows a body-conforming mesh is often adopted [110–114]: the grid lines

are aligned with the interface in between the phases. In this way jump conditions at the interface

can be directly applied in a simple way, without introducing forcing terms or smoothing operators.

This approach, however, requires frequent mesh movement and re-meshing operations; Cheng et

al. [114] presented an accurate, efficient and robust mesh generator suitable for ALE approaches.

They tested the performances of the proposed method against several benchmark cases, among

which the magnitude of spurious current at the interface of a steady drop and the drop formation

and detachment from a dripping faucet. ALE methods were developed to combine the advantages

of Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations [113]. This feature comes however at the additional cost

of frequent re-meshing, which can introduce changes in the mass of each phase. In particular,

Anjos et al. [113] observed that the error in the conservation of mass grows with the magnitude of

interface deformation, despite the use of mass correction schemes. Hybrid approaches have also

been proposed, as for example an hybrid Coupled Level-Set and Volume of Fluid (CLS-VoF) and

ALE approach [115]. In this approach the interface is captured with the CLS-VoF method, then its

evolution (level-set and volume of fluid functions) is computed with the ALE approach.

2.2.2 Interface capturing methods

Volume of Fluid (VoF). This method was first developed by Hirt and Nichols [116] as a more effi-

cient and flexible approach for the simulation of problems involving free boundaries. The capability

and robustness of the method were shown on several benchmark problems, among which the ro-

tation of a slotted disk, the dam-breaking problem and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [22,116,117].
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This approach is based on the advection of a phase indicator function φ:

∂φ

∂t
+∇ · (uH) = φ∇ · u , (6)

which represents the local concentration of each phase (cell-average of the indicator function H).

The indicator function H is equal to zero in one phase and to one in the other phase. VoF methods

can be further categorized in algebraic and geometric approaches. Algebraic VoF methods [116]

do not involve any interface reconstruction step and directly compute the fluxes; the profile of the

phase indicator across the interface is imposed (for instance an hyperbolic tangent function in

THINC schemes [118]). Algebraic approaches have a lower computational cost with respect to

geometric approaches; their accuracy is, however, slightly lower. Geometric approaches, on the

other hand, require an interface-reconstruction step. The newer second-order-accurate Piecewise

Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) scheme [119] is the most used and is usually preferred to the

older and first-order-accurate Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC) [120] and SOLA-VoF [116].

The geometric reconstruction of the interface improves the accuracy in the calculation of the fluxes

and in the advection of the interface. In the VoF framework, topology modifications of the interface

(e.g. merging and breakage of the interface) are implicitly described, as in all interface capturing

approaches.

Level-Set (LS). This method was initially developed as an alternative to SLIC-based VoF ap-

proaches, as they allow for a more accurate calculation of the curvature of the front (interface)

[122]. Osher & Sethian [122] devised a numerical approach for the simulation of fronts propa-

gating with curvature-dependent speed; this method was then further developed in the current

level-set formulations [122–124]. The recent review by Gibou et al. [125] covers the most recent

advances on level-set approaches, their numerical approximation and their applications. Level-set

approaches rely on a smooth color function to define the dynamics of each phase; the smooth-

ness of this function allows for a highly accurate computation of interface normals and curvature,

which are crucial for the computation of surface tension forces [61]. In addition, being an inter-
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulation of the time-evolution of a Stokes wave in an air-water system. The interface is described using a

geometric VoF coupled to an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm to better capture the dynamics of small droplets and thin ligaments

during the breaking of the wave front. The figure has been taken from Fuster et al. [121].

face capturing approach, topological modifications of the interface are automatically captured. In

the classic level-set approach the color function φ is a signed-distance function and its zero-level

identifies the position of the interface; its evolution is obtained by solving the equation:

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 . (7)

The main issue associated with this approach is the problem of maintaining the signed-distance

property of the color function: specific advection schemes [23, 126, 127] and reinitialization of

the color function are required [62, 70, 128–130]. During the reinitialization process the mass of

each phase is not conserved and mass losses may occur; while a finer grid may mitigate this

issue [125, 131], discrete mass conservation for each phase is still not granted [32]. Olsson and

Kreiss [132] developed the conservative level-set (CLS) approach; here the signed-distance color

function is replaced by a hyperbolic tangent profile, similarly to the color function adopted in phase-

field methods. The CLS approach consists of two steps: an advection stage and a reinitialization

stage. In the first stage, the level-set function is advected as in the classic formulation; during

this stage the color function may loose its hyperbolic tangent profile and has to be reinitialized.
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The reinitialization stage is the substantial difference from the classic LS approaches: during this

step in CLS approaches, not only the color function is restored (as in classic LS approaches), but

the mass of each phase is restored as well, thus eliminating the mentioned mass-conservation

problems.

Coupled Level-Set and Volume of Fluid (CLS-VoF). To improve mass conservation, LS ap-

proaches have also been coupled to VoF methods [133, 134]: the high accuracy in the compu-

tation of geometrical properties of the interface (normals and curvature) typical of LS methods is

combined with the mass conservation of VoF approaches. The Coupled Level-Set and Volume

of Fluid (CLS-VoF) methods have a higher accuracy with respect to level-set or volume of fluid

approaches; this higher accuracy, however, comes at a higher computational cost. Within this

approach, accurate algorithms can be adopted to advect the local volume fraction (integral of the

level-set color function over the computational cell), so that mass conservation is achieved, while

normals and curvature of the interface are computed from the level-set function, so that a higher

accuracy is obtained. The level-set function is updated starting from the volume of fluid marker

function and the level-set function at the previous time step. This approach, thus, allows for an

accurate computation of surface tension forces (as in all LS methods) and, at the same time, it is

mass conserving (as in all VoF methods).

Phase-Field (PF). This method was first developed in the late 50s by Cahn and Hilliard [135–

137] for critical and near-critical mixtures, and was later extended to consider multi-fluid sys-

tems far from critical conditions [138–141]. Earlier formulations were limited to phases with

matched density and viscosity, and have been then extended to the simulation of flows with den-

sity [142,143] or viscosity [39,143] contrasts. The PF approach is based on a thermodynamically-

derived Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional F , which is composed by the sum of two different

contributions (two-phase systems). The first contribution, f0, accounts for the tendency of the sys-

tem to separate into the two pure phases, while the second contribution, fmix (mixing energy), is
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a non-local term accounting for the energy stored at the interface:

F =

∫
Ω

(f0 + fmix)dΩ , (8)

where Ω is the domain considered. From this free-energy functional two different gradient-flow

formulations, the Allen-Cahn and the Cahn-Hilliard, can be obtained. The first formulation mainly

finds application in the simulation of solidification and melting processes [144], while the latter is

commonly used in the simulation of multiphase flows. In the most general form, the Cahn-Hilliard

formulation reads as:

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = ∇ · (Mφ∇µφ) , (9)

where φ is the phase field (i.e. the phase indicator),Mφ the phase field mobility and µφ = δF/δφ

the chemical potential, obtained as the variational derivative of the free energy functional. This ap-

proach is exact for critical and near-critical mixtures, which are characterized by a finite thickness

of the interface, while it is approximated for far-from-critical mixtures [138, 139]. Indeed, at the

molecular level, an actual interface is a finite-thickness transition layer in between the bulk of the

pure phases; in the framework of the PF method, the interface is considered as a finite-thickness

smooth transition layer as well, although it is much thicker than a real interface. Indeed, the grid

resolution controls the thickness of the interface [145]. The color function defining the distribution

of each phase, the phase field variable, is proportional to the local concentration of each phase (C1

and C2, respectively): it is constant in the bulk of each phase and undergoes a smooth transition
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across the interface following an hyperbolic tangent profile.

φ =
C1 − C2

C1 + C2
=


+1 in phase 1

0 at interface

−1 in phase 2

(10)

This interfacial profile corresponds to the equilibrium solution obtained from the free energy func-

tional. Due to the energy minimization principle onto which the PF method is based, some issues

arise in the simulation of multiphase flows, namely shrinkage and coarsening phenomena. Shrink-

age phenomena can occur whenever the interfacial profile is perturbed from its equilibrium solu-

tion: restoration of the equilibrium profile can introduce mass leakages among the phases [146].

While the total mass is conserved, the mass of each phase is not necessarily conserved by the

method. An out-of-equilibrium profile, e.g. perturbed by the local flow, can also lead to inaccu-

racies in the computation of surface tension forces. Coarsening phenomena do not depend on

possible perturbations of the interfacial profile and are instead rooted in the energy minimization

principle: larger domains of one phase can grow at the expense of smaller domains of the same

phase. This way, the total interfacial energy is reduced. To circumvent these drawbacks, corrected

formulations have been proposed [147–149]; it must be noted, however, that these formulations

are no longer gradient flows of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional, and thus they have

to be considered as a mean field approximation [150]. In their papers, Mirjalili et al. [32, 151]

compared the accuracy, computational cost and order of convergence of two state-of-the-art VoF

and PF solver. They observed that the VoF solver has a higher accuracy that the PF approach at

the same resolution, however the PF approach has a consistently lower computational cost. Both

methods showed a similar order of convergence.

Lattice Boltzmann (LB). The origin of this class of methods is based on the kinetic theory of

gases [154–160]. Mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are derived from the

discrete Boltzmann equation, which describes the advection and collision dynamics of a particle
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Fig. 7. Rendering of a swarm of drops released in a turbulent channel flow. The simulation has been performed using a phase-field

method (Cahn-Hilliard formulation) to describe the interface dynamics. Details on the simulation setup can be found in Soligo et al.

(2019) [152].

probability distribution function. Particles are located on a regular lattice and can jump on different

sites according to a finite set of possible discrete particle velocities. The LB approach is a particle

method and therefore it has the potential advantage of describing interfacial phenomena in a

more straightforward way compared to continuum-based approaches. However, in most of the

currently used formulations, molecular interactions are not directly described by LB methods and

interfacial dynamics are described via phenomenological thermodynamical models, and capillary

effects are introduced through density gradients approaches, as in continuum-based methods

[161]. Four different approaches can be identified within the LB framework for the simulation

of multiphase flows [162–166]: the color-fluid model [167–169], the interparticle-potential model

[170–172], the free-energy model [173, 174] and the mean-field theory model [175–177]. The

color-fluid model uses two different particle distribution functions (i.e. red and blue particles) to

distinguish the two phases; surface tension is introduced as an additional collision operator, while

phase separation is obtained through a segregation step that forces particles into regions of the

same color. The interparticle-potential model is based on a nearest-neighbor interaction concept:

the collision operator is modified to account for short range particle-particle interactions. With this
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Fig. 8. Time-evolution of a spherical drop in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence for different initial drop sizes (i.e. different

volume fractions). The numerical simulation has been performed using a pseudo-potential Lattice Boltzmann method. The figure has

been taken from Mukherjee et al. [153]

modification, surface tension is implicitly accounted for and phase separation is guaranteed. It

was however reported that the interface is not maintained sharp and the phases are not strictly

immiscible [178–181]. The free-energy model is based on a free energy functional, which accounts

for surface tension in a thermodynamically-consistent manner. This model uses the total density

and the density difference to distinguish the phases, whereas the two approaches mentioned

before use the density of each phase as the model parameters. Several works based on this

model report simulations of multiphase flows with a high density ratio, O(1000) [182,183]. Finally,

the mean-field theory model relies on an index function to track the interface between the two

phases. Molecular interaction forces are introduced to simulate interfacial dynamics, although

they are smeared out on a much larger scale using a mean field approximation [150]. Surface

tension and phase separation are thus already incorporated in the model. The mean-field theory
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model is valid in the nearly-incompressible limit and for non-ideal gases. This method was applied

also in the simulation of multiphase flows with high density ratios [184].

While LB approaches offer many advantages and have demonstrated their versatility, their use

requires careful tackling of several issues. One of these is the strict restriction on the maximum

time-step, which becomes extremely small as the flow Reynolds number is increased, making the

simulations unfeasible or more cumbersome with respect to other methods in this limit. Indeed,

as the Reynolds number is increased, the speed of sound has to be increased as well; the speed

of sound in LB simulations is an artificial parameter (pseudo-compressibility) that allows for the

solution to relax to the correct incompressible solution [164]. The speed of sound must be set

in accordance with the low-Mach limit; for this reason, LB approaches cannot simulate real com-

pressibility effects. In addition, the physical parameter (e.g. viscosity, density, surface tension, etc.)

are not directly set in LB simulations, but their value is set via phenomenological parameters of the

method (e.g. lattice spacing, time-step, relaxation time, sound speed, etc.) and by weighted inte-

gration of the particle distribution function. This specific characteristic limits the range of physical

parameters that can be simulated to those for which the method is stable.

2.3 Surfactant description

Surfactants are molecules that naturally collect at the interface between two fluids and locally

modify the intermolecular cohesive forces among the fluid molecules, hence changing the surface

tension value [185]. The presence of surfactants at the interface introduces complex interfacial

dynamics: not only the magnitude of capillary forces is reduced, surfactant gradients along the

interface generate Marangoni forces [14], which act tangentially to the interface. Indeed, a clean

(i.e. surfactant-free) interface feedbacks on the flow only through capillary forces (normal to the

interface), whereas a surfactant-laden interface introduces additional forces (Marangoni forces,

tangential to the interface), whose magnitude is proportional to the surface tension gradient, i.e. to

the surfactant concentration gradient. This modification of both normal and tangential components

of the surface tension forces may drastically change both local [15,185] and global [1–6,16] behav-

ior of multiphase systems. Due to the key-role played by surfactants, the modeling and simulation

of surfactant-laden flows received an ever-increasing attention by the scientific community in the
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Fig. 9. Approaches commonly employed to describe the concentration of a surfactant. A first classification can be obtained consid-

ering the type of surfactant: soluble or insoluble. For insoluble surfactants, the methods commonly used rely on the solution of an

advection-diffusion equation at the interface. For soluble surfactants, there are two possibilities: either coupling the insoluble surfactant

method with an additional equation describing the surfactant dynamics in the bulk of the phases (multiple equation methods), either

using a single surfactant concentration field in the entire domain (single equation methods).

last twenty years. The choice of the numerical approach used to describe surfactants depends

on the type of surfactant considered (nonionic, anionic, cationic, amphoteric, etc.), system config-

uration (liquid/liquid or gas/liquid) and fluid properties (polar or non-polar, etc.). We can identify

two main categories of surfactant behavior: soluble and insoluble surfactants [186]. Surfactants

indeed do not dissolve in gases and their solubility in the liquid phase depends on the surfactant

and liquid chemical properties [185,186]. Thus, based on the case considered, surfactant exhibits

different dynamics: soluble surfactants can move along the interface and can transfer between

the interface and the bulk of either phase (desorption and adsorption from/to the interface), while

the dynamics of insoluble surfactants are limited only to the transport over the interface. In this

latter case the surfactant is actually insoluble (as hydrocarbon-based surfactants in water [186])

or has an extremely low solubility, so that it can practically be considered as insoluble. This dif-

ferent characteristic of surfactant is then reflected in the approaches used to track the surfactant

concentration in numerical simulations: surfactant can be modeled as an insoluble specie, present

only at the interface, or as a soluble specie, present at the interface and also in the bulk of the

phases. From a numerical point of view, a further distinction can be made for this latter category:

soluble surfactants can be described using a single equation or multiple equations coupled at the

interface, thus separating interfacial and bulk dynamics. A schematic representation of the families

of numerical approaches used to track the surfactant concentration is reported in figure 9.
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Fig. 10. Front Tracking simulation of a vertical channel flow laden with buoyant bubbles. The surface of the bubbles is covered with

an insoluble surfactant: the bubble surface is colored using the local surface tension value. Here a standard Front Tracking scheme is

adopted to track the bubbles, hence no topological modifications of the interface are allowed. The figure has been taken from Lu et

al. [191].

2.3.1 Insoluble surfactant model

Methods for insoluble surfactants. These methods model the surfactant as an insoluble and

non-diffusive specie present solely at the interface between the two phases. The equation that

describes the transport of surfactant over the interface [187] reads as:

∂ψ

∂t
+∇s · (ψu) + ψ(∇s · n)(u · n) = Ds∇2

sψ , (11)

where∇s = (I−n⊗n) is the surface gradient operator [188] (I is the identity matrix and n the unit-

length vector normal to the interface) and Ds is the surface diffusion coefficient of the surfactant.

The surfactant concentration ψ is defined only at the interface [115, 189–192] or, for numerical

reasons, in a narrow band about the interface [29,193–201]. The former approach is better suited

for interface tracking methods, where the interface is explicitly defined with Lagrangian elements

fitted to the interface, while the second approach is mostly used in combination with interface

capturing approaches, in which the interface is not explicitly defined.
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2.3.2 Soluble surfactant model

Multiple equations methods. This class of methods, which can be considered an extension

of the approaches used for insoluble surfactants, relies on the definition of different surfactant

concentrations in the bulk (bulk surfactant concentration) and at the interface (interfacial surfactant

concentration). Two (or more) transport equations are used to describe surfactant concentration

in the sub-domains (i.e. carrier phase, dispersed phase and interface) and source/sink terms are

used to couple the two separate systems (see the respective box in figure 9):

∂ψ

∂t
+∇s·(ψu) + ψ(∇s · n)(u · n) = Ds∇2

sψ + Ṡψ ,

∂C

∂t
+ u · ∇C = ∇ · (D∇C)− ṠC .

(12)

The first equation describes the surfactant transport on the interface, while the second one the

surfactant transport in the bulk of the phases (D is the bulk diffusion coefficient of the surfactant);

Ṡψ and ṠC , are the coupling terms between the two separate domains. Similarly to the formulations

for insoluble surfactants, the surfactant concentration is defined at the interface [30, 202–204] or

in a thin layer across it [205,206]. When the interfacial surfactant concentration is defined only on

a two-dimensional interface (e.g. using a front-tracking method), surfactant exchanges between

the interface and the bulk occur in a thin adsorption layer adjacent to the interface [30, 202–204]:

the surfactant mass adsorbed by the interface is distributed over the adsorption layer and then

subtracted from the bulk concentration equation as a sink term. The source/sink term of the

interfacial surfactant concentration transport consists of two terms, an adsorption and a desorption

contribution. The adsorption term describes the amount of surfactant that adsorbs from the bulk to

the interface; it considers the bulk surfactant concentration at the interface, Cs, and the saturation

interfacial surfactant concentration, ψ∞, i.e. the maximum surfactant concentration allowed at the

interface. The saturation interfacial surfactant concentration is the concentration corresponding to

a monolayer of surfactant molecules over the interface [207]. Once a monolayer of surfactant is

formed, no more surfactant molecules can collect at the interface; if further surfactant is added to

the system, micelles, i.e. aggregates of surfactant molecules, will form in the bulk of the phases.
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It has been observed from experimental measurements on gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems

that the value of surface tension of a saturated interface corresponds to about half the surface

tension value for the clean (surfactant-free) interface [207–210]. As an indirect consequence of the

saturation dynamics at the interface, the surface tension value keeps constant once the interface

has reached saturation conditions, which depend on the type of surfactant and mixture considered.

The desorption term instead accounts for the surfactant that leaves the interface and dissolves into

the bulk of the phases. The total flux of surfactant to the interface is thus:

Ṡψ = kaCs(ψ∞ − ψ)− kdψ , (13)

where the adsorption and desorption coefficients, respectively ka and kd, determine the magnitude

of the adsorption and desorption fluxes. The source/sink term for the bulk surfactant concentration

can be written as:

ṠC = −DIn · ∇C|int , (14)

where I is an indicator function equal to one in the region occupied by the bulk fluid in which

the surfactant dissolves and zero elsewhere, n is the normal to the interface and C|int is the bulk

surfactant concentration evaluated at the interface. This contribution can be viewed as a boundary

condition for the bulk surfactant transport equation [30,203].

From a numerical standpoint, first the source/sink term for the interfacial surfactant concentra-

tion transport equation, Ṡψ, is computed; then, this flux is redistributed over a thin adsorption layer

adjacent to the interface (see the scheme in figure 11) in order to compute the source/sink term

for the bulk surfactant concentration transport equation, ṠC .

ṠCi,j,k
= −

∑
e

ωei,j,kṠ
e
ψ

Ae

Vi,j,k
(15)
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the redistribution of fluxes from the interface (solid black line, I = 0.5) and the bulk region (light red and

dark red regions, I = 1). The thin adsorption layer (thickness δ) is reported in dark red and the computational grid is reported in

the background with thin solid lines (grid spacing ∆). The sink/source contribution at the interface, Ṡψ , is computed at each surface

element center, with coordinates xe, and then redistributed on the nearby nodes in the adsorption layer, denoted by the grid indexes

(i, j, k). The sink/source contribution in the bulk, ṠC , is then computed in the adsorption layer.

Here i, j, k are the indices of the computational cell in the thin adsorption layer and e is the index

of the surface element of the interface; ωei,j,k is the corresponding weight, Vi,j,k the volume of

the computational cell (i, j, k) and Ae the area of the surface element e. The weights for each

computational cell and surface element can be computed as:

ωei,j,k =
ω̃ei,j,k∑

i

∑
j

∑
k ω̃

e
i,j,k

. (16)

From the definition above it is straightforward to prove that
∑

i

∑
j

∑
k ω

e
i,j,k = 1. The non-

normalized weights, ω̃ei,j,k, are defined as:

ω̃ei,j,k = D(xe − i∆)D(ye − j∆)D(ze − k∆) , (17)
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with (xe, ye, ze) being the center of the surface element and ∆ the grid spacing, assumed to be

uniform in the three spatial directions. The smoothing kernel D is used to keep the exchanges of

surfactant limited to the thin adsorption layer adjacent to the interface. The smoothing kernel is

indeed non-zero only within the adsorption layer and in the phase where the surfactant dissolves

(corresponding here to I = 1).

D(x) =


1

δ

(
1 + cos

πx

δ

)
if |x| < δ and I ≥ 0.5

0 otherwise
(18)

It was shown that results are not particularly sensitive to the thickness of the thin adsorption layer

δ (dark red region in figure 11) [30].

These formulations are particularly suited for gas-liquid systems, in which surfactant can dis-

solve in the liquid phase but is insoluble in the gas phase. These approaches can be used for

liquid-liquid interfaces as well, by defining suitable surfactant transport equations in each phase: a

separate surfactant transport equation can be defined in each subdomain (at the interface and in

each phase). Since the surfactant subdomains are decoupled and a separate transport equation

is defined for each of them, exchanges of surfactant (adsorption and desorption phenomena) have

to be modeled.

Single equation methods. These approaches use a single concentration variable for the surfac-

tant in the entire domain [28, 152, 211–213]. Thus, there is no separation between interfacial and

bulk surfactant concentration. The evolution of the surfactant concentration variable, ψ, defined in

the entire computational domain, is obtained by solving the equation:

∂ψ

∂t
+ u · ∇ψ = ∇ · (Mψ∇µψ) , (19)

where µψ = δF/δψ is the surfactant chemical potential and Mψ is the surfactant mobility. In

analogy to the phase-field chemical potential, the surfactant chemical potential is obtained from a
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Fig. 12. Front Tracking simulation of a vertical channel flow laden with buoyant bubbles. A multiple-equation formulation is adopted

to track the soluble surfactant separately in the bulk of the domain and over the interface. The interface of the bubbles is colored by

the local surfactant concentration (blue – low, red – high); vortical structures (gray semi-transparent surfaces) are displayed using the

Q-criterion. The figure has been taken from Ahmed et al. [204].

free energy functional. Considering the simplest approach, three further terms are included in the

phase-field functional, in addition to the terms of the classic Cahn-Hilliard formulation, controlling

the interfacial behavior f0 and fmix.

F =

∫
Ω

(f0 + fmix + fψ + f1 + fb)dΩ (20)

The first term, fψ, controls the surfactant diffusion and describes the entropy decrease obtained

when the surfactant uniformly distributes in the entire domain; the second term, f1, describes the

surfactant adsorption and favors the collection of surfactant molecules at the interface. Finally,

the last contribution, fb, controls the solubility of the surfactant in the bulk of the two phases

and thus describes the surfactant desorption from the bulk. Further terms can be included in the

functional so to consider more complex surfactant dynamics [211]. Within this approach, surfactant

accumulates at the interface and its concentration smoothly reduces to the bulk concentration

within a thin transition layer about the interface (see the respective box in figure 9). This formulation

is particularly suited for phase-field methods, as the surfactant physics can be directly included in
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Fig. 13. Phase-field simulation of a swarm of drops laden with a soluble surfactant. The surfactant, reported on a grayscale colormap

over the interface of the drops (white – low surfactant concentration, black – high surfactant concentration), is simulated using a single

equation method. Flow structures are visualized using iso-contours of the streamwise velocity, colored by their distance from the

bottom wall (black – near wall, yellow – channel centre). The presence of the surfactant reduces the surface tension at the interface

according to the surfactant local concentration. The turbulent flow is thus able to strongly deform and break apart the drops. It can be

appreciated how larger drops are concentrated at the channel center, where the shearing forces are weaker (and thus these droplets

are stable), while smaller drops are more likely to be found close to the wall (bottom wall – gray plane and top wall – not shown) where

the shearing forces are higher. The figure is reproduced from Soligo et al. [216].

the free energy functional governing the interfacial dynamics [211, 212, 214]. This way, surfactant

accumulation at the interface and adsorption and desorption phenomena are already included

in the formulation without the need for further models. Within this formulation, the surfactant

concentration is defined as a volumetric concentration in a thin layer about the interface. These

formulations are best suited to simulate liquid-liquid systems, in which the surfactant dissolves in

both phases, even in the case of phases with different solubilities [215].

3 CHALLENGES IN THE SIMULATION OF MULTIPHASE TURBULENT FLOWS

The multi-scale nature of multiphase turbulence imposes several challenges in the develop-

ment and use of the simulation methods presented above. In particular, the challenge of simu-

lating each and every time and length scale has to face the limitations of computing power and

available memory [50]. Nowadays HPC infrastructures can handle grids of the order of about 1010

points, while an hypothetical three-dimensional simulation of all scales, from the molecular scale

of the interface to the macroscale of the flow, would require a cartesian grid with about 1027 points

(about 109 grid points in each direction). In addition, small-scale physics become relevant as length

scales become smaller and smaller: the continuum hypothesis breaks down and molecular-scale

dynamics have to be taken into account [22, 36, 217]. The usual choice when interface-resolved
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simulations methods are employed (see figure 2) is to avoid resolving the small interfacial scales

and to resolve all turbulence scales: from the macroscopic problem scale, down to the Kolmogorov

length scale. In this way, however, all phenomena occurring at scales smaller than this threshold

are modelled or somehow smeared out. This choice has direct consequences on the description

of coalescence and breakage events and in the modeling of drops of size comparable to the grid

spacing, which will be referred to as droplets. In the following, to assess the effects of modeling

the smaller interfacial scales, the different stages composing a coalescence and a breakage event

will be detailed in sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. This description will be the starting point to

assess the reliability of the numerical prediction of coalescence and breakage events. Lastly, the

issues concerning the simulation of droplets, i.e. drops of size comparable to the grid spacing, are

presented: the lack of sufficient numerical resolution affects the computation of the shape of the

droplets and of surface tension forces. Different strategies to address these issues are reviewed

in the section 3.3.

3.1 Coalescence

The dynamics of a coalescence event can be divided into four stages [18]: i) Approach, the two

drops come closer and closer and a thin liquid film is formed in between; ii) Film drainage, the thin

liquid film between the drops starts to drain; iii) Film rupture, small-scale interactions lead to the

rupture of the thin liquid film and to the formation of a coalescence bridge; iv) Reshaping, surface

tension forces reshape the drop. Of these stages, film drainage and film rupture are governed by

physical phenomena occurring at very small scales. In particular, during the final part of the film

drainage, the thickness of the thin liquid film is about 10 to 100 nanometers [18, 218]. Likewise,

during film rupture, although a fundamental understanding of this stage is still lacking [18, 219],

the main driving mechanisms are often assumed to be related to small-scale interactions as van

der Waals attraction forces [220], thermal and capillary fluctuations [37, 221, 222] and overlap of

diffusive interfacial layers [223]. The accurate simulation of these phenomena is highly desirable

for determining the final outcome of the collision event: the interfaces might merge, leading to

drop coalescence, or bounce off and separate. Unfortunately, such simulation is not possible and,

while the numerical description of the approach and reshaping stages can possibly be accurate
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)
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Fig. 14. Time sequence of a coalescence event, panels (b)-(c)-(d), top view. The event refers to the drops reported in panel (a). After

the initial approach (panel b), the thin liquid film drains, a bridge is formed and the two drops merge (panel c); finally, surface tension

forces reshape the newly formed drop (panel d). A red box (top row panel) identifies the region of the domain reported in the smaller

panels (bottom row). The figure shows a top view of a turbulent channel flow laden with surfactant-laden droplets; adapted from Soligo

et al. 2019 [152]. As a reference, the computational grid employed (which has a spacing ∆x/ηk = ∆y/ηk ' 0.85, with ηk
being the Kolmogorov length scale) has been also reported.

(figure 14b-d), the simulation of the film drainage and rupture stages is less accurate (figure 14c)

and depends on the numerical method used. This issue, which is referred to as numerical coales-

cence, affects both interface tracking and interface capturing methods, though in different ways.

For interface tracking methods, additional closure models (based, for instance, on the critical dis-

tance or on the contact time) are usually required to describe coalescence events [89, 91, 92];

the outcome of the interface collision is thus governed by the choice of coalescence model and

relative parameters. Differently, for interface capturing methods, coalescence is implicitly handled

and two separate interfaces merge when they are closer than the grid spacing [152, 224–226].

Thus, coalescence is influenced by the grid resolution and the coalescence efficiency is often

overestimated: standard interface capturing methods have a unitary coalescence efficiency (i.e.

all collisions result in a coalescence), while the actual measured coalescence efficiency is much

lower [227,228].

To mitigate the issues introduced by numerical coalescence, we can identify two possible path-

ways [50, 229]: the first involves the coupling of molecular simulations to continuum simulations,

while the second relies on simple sub-grid models which can handle the effects that are not com-
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pletely resolved [230,231].

The first possibility, coupling of molecular dynamics simulations with continuum simulations,

is in principle the most accurate and reliable solution. However, it is of difficult implementation:

the physical mechanisms driving the rupture of the film are still unclear and are object of ongoing

investigations [18,37,42,219,220] and, thus, cannot be properly included in numerical simulations.

Different mechanisms for the film rupture have been observed in molecular dynamics simulations,

and they strongly depend on the models chosen [18, 37, 42, 219–223]. An additional issue arises

from the coupling of physics and equations which act at very different spatial (millimeters versus

nanometers) and temporal (microseconds versus picoseconds) and are thus separated by 6 or-

ders of magnitude. Finally, the two approaches rely on different formulations and assumptions

(continuum versus discrete).

The second possible choice is based on the inclusion of sub-grid models which try to mimic the

unresolved small-scale physics. These models are based on the assumption that the film drainage

follows a simple lubrication model [36, 50, 229], but rely on different assumptions. We can distin-

guish among three different approaches: analytic and semi-analytic models, macroscopic or phe-

nomenological models and collision models. Analytic and semi-analytic models consider that at

small scales capillary forces and viscous terms dominate: the geometry of the interface is simpler

(surface-tension-dominated) and the flow field is simpler as well (viscosity-dominated) [36,50,229].

These features justify the adoption of simplified models; although the small-scale dynamics is not

resolved, these models provide a fair approximation of the actual dynamics and can improve the

numerical description of the film drainage stage, the most crucial phase in determining whether

drops will coalesce or bounce off. For these reasons, the adoption of analytic and semi-analytic

models appears to be a promising option to improve the numerical simulation of coalescence

events. To determine whether two colliding interfaces should merge, two different approaches are

usually adopted, the first is based on the contact (or interaction) time [232], while the second is

based on the minimum film thickness [233,234]. In the first case, interfaces are merged if the con-

tact time exceeds the time required for a complete drainage of the liquid film; if the contact time

is smaller, interfaces rebound before merging takes place. The second approach is based on the
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minimum thickness that can be reached by the liquid film: if the film thickness decreases below an

arbitrarily-set value, interfaces are merged. Regardless of the particular approach chosen (contact

time or film thickness), in both cases the interfaces are artificially merged as soon as the criterion

for interface coalescence is met. Some of these lubrication models account also for rarefied flow

effects [232, 234, 235]: when the Knudsen number (ratio of the mean free path over a reference

length scale, taken in this case as the film thickness) approaches unity, the continuum hypothesis

breaks down and suitable corrections for the friction (slip models) have to be included [235]. Alter-

native to the use of lubrication models, a possible solution is to employ macroscopic models. Their

general framework is based on a localized forcing [236–238], which is added at the interface in the

collision region (i.e. where two separate interfaces are closer than a certain imposed threshold),

thus repelling the interfaces. This repulsive force is a mesoscale representation of near-contact

forces [237], which cannot be actually resolved as they act at a length scale much smaller than

the resolved ones. It must be noted that none of these macroscopic models can possibly resolve

the dynamics of the thin film in between the interfaces (even with a simplified approach), but they

are instead phenomenological models aimed at reproducing the outcome of drop-drop collisions

as observed in experiments and physical systems. Indeed, these phenomenological macroscopic

models require ad-hoc-tuned parameters, which cannot be easily traced back to physical princi-

ples.

Although oversimplified, there is a third possible solution to predict the outcome of drop-drop

collision, which is based on a Weber number-impact parameter map [239,240]. From experimen-

tal measurements, different regimes (coalescence, bouncing, stretching and reflexive separation)

can be identified as a function of the Weber number and the impact parameter [241]; in the origi-

nal formulation only two regimes (coalescence and bouncing) were identified [239]. Based on the

values of the Weber number and impact parameter, different outcomes for the drop-drop interac-

tions can be predicted. Clearly, this approach requires extensive tuning and a large experimental

database to trace the map of the various regimes, which can substantially differ according to the

properties of the system considered.
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3.2 Breakage

The dynamics of a breakage event can be divided in three stages [242,243]: i) Thread forma-

tion, the shear stresses stretch the drop and a ligament is formed; ii) Pinch-off, the thread elon-

gates and capillary instabilities pinch-off the ligament (neck formation); iii) Thread breaking, the

liquid thread breaks at the pinch-off section and the newly formed drops separate. Upon separa-

tion, surface tension reshapes the drops and the threads are retracted. Overall, breakage is a very

quick phenomenon that can be well approximated by the Navier-Stokes equations [152,244,245]

without resolving the dynamics at the molecular scale. Therefore, regardless of the methodology

used, the description of breakages using grids typical of interface-resolved methods is considered

to be rather accurate [91,92,246], although in the pinch-off region the high curvature of the inter-

face may not be perfectly resolved. Breakage events are implicitly described in interface capturing

methods [116, 129, 138], while interface tracking methods require suitable algorithms to manage

the connectivity of the marker points [64, 89]. An example of numerical description of a breakage

event is reported in figure 15a-d, which shows the different stages together with the computational

grid and the length scale with respect to the Kolmogorov length scale; the event refers to the

simulations reported in Soligo et al. 2019 [152].

While adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) offers only a partial improvement in the simulation of

coalescence events [36, 50, 229], its use is largely beneficial in the description of thin filaments

breaking, such as those observed when a drop is sheared and broken apart. In particular, AMR

can be used to improve the description of the pinch-off region, which is characterized by high

curvature values and thus high surface tension forces. For these reasons, AMR finds application

in the simulation of breakage-dominated phenomena, such as the primary atomization of a liquid

jet embedded in a fast stream of gas [46, 247]. Within this framework, the refined level-set grid

[46, 48, 131, 247] uses a secondary more refined grid in a narrow region about the interface; the

level-set function, defining the instantaneous position of the interface, is discretized on this finer

grid. The level-set transport is thus resolved on this auxiliary grid; closure models for laminar

sub-Kolmogorov conditions are then introduced to compute the sub-grid velocity field [48], which

is then added to the velocity field computed on the coarse grid. This method resembles a LES or
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(a)
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Fig. 15. Time sequence of a breakage event, panels (b)-(c)-(d), top view. The breakage refers to the drop reported in panel (a).

The drop is stretched and a liquid thread is formed and thins (panels b), forms a neck (panel c) and subsequently breaks at the

necking point (panel d). A red box (top row panel) identifies the region of the domain reported in the smaller panels (bottom row). The

figure shows a top view of a turbulent channel flow laden with surfactant-laden droplets; adapted from Soligo et al. 2019 [152]. The

computational grid employed (which has a spacing ∆x/ηk = ∆y/ηk ' 0.85, with ηk being the Kolmogorov length scale) has

been also reported.

a RANS approach, due to the introduction of sub-grid models for the velocity.

3.3 Small-scale droplets

An additional issue arising from the limited resolution that one can afford when performing

numerical simulations (and from the consequent lower bound set on time and length scales) is

the minimum size of the single dispersed-phase droplet or ligament that can be simulated with

sufficient accuracy. This problem affects simulations characterized by a low surface tension (i.e.

high Weber number) or secondary atomization processes, in which the range of scales (from the

large scale of the jet, down to the smallest droplets and ligaments generated in the breakage of

the jet itself) exceeds those that can be covered by a numerical simulation. When the size of

the droplet becomes comparable to the grid size (depending on the numerical approach chosen

to describe the interface, the minimum grid requirements slightly change), the geometry of the

interface is poorly defined, thus affecting curvature calculation and even mass conservation.

A possible workaround to this issue is the adoption of hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian formula-

tions [40, 46, 47, 247–250]: the dispersed phase is described using an Eulerian approach (e.g.
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Fig. 16. Simulation of an atomization process performed using an hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation. The large-scale interfaces

(white) are resolved using a volume of fluid (VoF) method while the smaller droplets (orange) are described using a Lagrangian Particle

Tracking (LPT) method. The image has been taken from Ling et al. 2015 [47]

volume of fluid or level set) as long as the size of the drop is larger than a set threshold (usu-

ally, about few grid cells), while smaller droplets are described as Lagrangian point-wise particles.

More precisely, when a droplet is smaller than the threshold size (e.g. after a breakage) and has

an aspect ratio close to unity (i.e. it is a droplet, not a ligament), it is transferred from the Eulerian

field to the Lagrangian tracker; mass and momentum are preserved in the transfer. To keep into

account eventual coalescence events, the droplet can be moved back from the Lagrangian tracker

to the Eulerian field when it approaches an Eulerian interface. Clearly when transferring drops

from a finite-size Eulerian to a point-wise Lagrangian description, suitable filtering and adaptation

of the flow field in the surrounding of the droplet itself have to be applied [47]. In the framework

of hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian schemes, surface tension forces are dominant, hence the shape of

sub-grid droplets can be safely assumed to be spherical [251]. This assumption may also be re-

moved and models can be adopted to describe the deformation of these sub-grid droplets. These

models, relying on the phenomenological equation developed by Maffettone & Minale (1999) [252]

to describe the droplet deformation tensor, have recently been applied to different type of flows to

describe the deformation of sub-Kolmogorov droplets [253–255] and bubbles [256].
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4 DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND ADVANCEMENTS

An accurate prediction of mass, momentum and heat transfers through a fluid-fluid interface

is crucial in many engineering applications and in nature [1–6, 257]. These transfers depend on

mainly two parameters: the transfer rate and the total interfacial area. The former can be estimated

using models or experimental correlations, while the latter can be computed from the drop size

distribution (DSD). The DSD, differently from the average drop size, gives a broader information

on the morphology of the dispersed phase, as it quantifies the number density of drops for each

size, making thus possible to better estimate the total interfacial area. When a dispersed phase

interacts with turbulence, a wide spectrum of drop sizes is generated: drops are broken apart by

turbulent eddies, collide and eventually coalesce.

It has been observed that larger drops are more likely to break into smaller drops, while smaller

drops are less likely to be broken apart and coalesce more frequently. Whether a drop breaks is

determined by the balance of shearing forces (acting to break the drop) and surface tension forces

(minimizing the total surface area, thus hindering drop breakage). Starting from this balance,

the maximum size of a drop that will resist breakage can be determined; this size is commonly

identified as Hinze diameter, dH [258]:

dH = 0.725
(ρ
σ

)−3/5
ε−2/5 , (21)

where ρ is the density of the carrier phase, σ the surface tension and ε the fluid turbulent dis-

sipation rate. A reference value for the dissipation is commonly assumed when computing the

Hinze diameter; however, due to turbulence intermittency and to variations in the local dissipation

(i.e. presence of turbulent eddies with different sizes and energy contents), the Hinze diameter

does not mark a sharp threshold [259] and is instead a reference scale separating two regimes,

the coalescence-dominated regime, for drops smaller than the Hinze scale, and the breakage-

dominated regime, for drops larger than the Hinze scale. The physical mechanisms generating

the DSD are complex and hard to disentangle; however, broadly speaking the DSD can be con-

sidered as the ultimate result of drop-drop and drop-turbulence interactions, namely coalescence
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Fig. 17. Panel (a) shows a sketch of the setup considered to investigate the outcome of the drop-drop collision. Panel (b) shows

the Weber-impact parameter diagram obtained from experimental measurements of the collision outcome of hydrocarbon droplets in

air (reproduced from Qian and Law [260]). Different collision outcomes can be obtained for different combinations of the parameters:

(I)-(III) coalescence, (II) bouncing, (IV) near head-on and (V) off-centre separation.

and breakage events.

The dynamics of these events, which change the topology of the interface, is rather challeng-

ing to capture with numerical simulations [33, 152, 229, 261]. To investigate how much of the real

physics can be captured with numerical simulations, we focus on coalescence events, as their

numerical description is the most challenging, and we consider a rather simple setup: the collision

and eventual coalescence of two drops in laminar flow. In this simple setup, two drops are brought

into collision, as reported in figure 17a. The two main parameters governing the problem are the

Weber number, We, ratio between inertia and surface tension forces, and the impact parameter,

B. The impact parameter is the projection in the drop velocity direction of the distance between

the center of the drops; for zero impact parameter a head-on collision will occur, while for larger

impact parameters an off-center collision will take place. Figure 17b shows the collision outcome

as a function of the Weber number and of the impact parameter for liquid drops in air. Five differ-

ent regimes can be identified: (I) coalescence (small deformation), (II) bouncing, (III) coalescence

(high deformation), (IV) near head-on separation and (V) off-centre separation [260]. At low im-

pact parameters and low Weber numbers the drops slowly approach each other and successively

coalesce (regime I, coalescence): as the drops are slowly approaching, the gas film in between

the drops drains without opposing much resistance to the drainage. Once the distance between

the approaching interfaces is small enough, short-range molecular forces draw the interfaces even
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closer till they merge. As the Weber number is increased, the draining rate of the gas film increases

as well; this leads to a pressure buildup in the gas film, which opposes the approaching of the two

drops. If the interfaces are too far away for the short-range molecular forces to be dominant, the

drops will bounce off, avoiding coalescence (regime II, bouncing); on the other hand, if the inertia of

the drops (i.e. the Weber number) is high enough, it can overcome the resistance of the pressure

buildup in the gas film, leading to coalescence (regime III, coalescence with high deformation).

Further increasing the Weber number, we observe three different possible collision outcomes, de-

pending on the value of the impact parameter. For small values of the impact parameter, the liquid

drops initially merge; however, the large normal component of the impingement inertia leads to

separation and eventually to the formation of smaller satellite droplets (regime IV, near head-on

separation). A time series showing an head-on separation of two colliding drops can be appreci-

ated in figure 19 (the first two panels are obtained from numerical simulations [232,262], while the

third from experimental measurements [260]). For intermediate values of the impact parameter,

the smaller normal component of the impingement inertia reduces the internal flow responsible for

the separation [260] and permanent coalescence is obtained (regime III, coalescence with high

deformation). Finally, for larger values of the impact parameter, after the initial merging of the two

drops, the rotation (and the induced centrifugal forces) causes the breakage of the newly formed

drop (regime V, off-centre separation). Overall, figure 17b allows us to distinguish among five dif-

ferent possible collision outcomes. Naturally, this diagram is not unique and different combinations

of the liquid and gas properties (e.g. drop viscosity, type of liquids, ambient gas pressure, etc.)

lead to different collision maps [227,263–267].

To reproduce the different possible outcomes in simulations, an accurate description of the

draining of the thin film is necessary [268]. Indeed, the draining of the thin film is crucial in

determining whether the interfaces will get close enough for short-range molecular forces to be

dominant, eventually leading to coalescence. In most cases the dynamics of the thin film cannot

be resolved exactly with numerical simulations, especially when the film thickness becomes of the

order of the grid spacing or smaller. Then, depending on the numerical approach, the two inter-

faces may merge (as in classic interface capturing methods) or rebound (as in classic interface
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tracking methods), thus leading to the issue of numerical coalescence. A possible workaround

to the overestimated coalescence efficiency in interface capturing methods is the use of a multi-

marker approach, as done by Sussmann in a level-set framework [269]. This approach alone,

while allowing to describe bouncing drop collisions, completely sorts out all coalescences: the

different drops are treated as separate non-miscible phases. A more refined solution is to couple

the multi-marker approach with a film drainage model [232, 262, 270]: the use of a multi-marker

approach prevents numerical coalescence, then, when the film thickness lowers below a certain

threshold, a film drainage model is used to simulate the sub-grid-scale flow in the thin film. The

thin film model accounts for the shape of the approaching interfaces, albeit in a simplified way, and

for rarefied-flow effects (i.e. when the film thickness becomes comparable to the molecular mean

free path) [232,234,235]. If the contact time between the drops is lower than the drainage time, the

drops rebound (bouncing). On the other hand, if the drops are still at close distance after the thin

film completely drained, the interfaces are merged (coalescence). The drops, which initially had

different marker functions, merge in a single drop with its own marker function. A suitable algorithm

manages all the marker functions: marker functions are merged whenever a coalescence occurs,

while new ones are created upon breakage events [232]. A simplified version of the film drainage

model assumes an arbitrarily-chosen time to complete the drainage of the thin film, and allows the

drops to coalesce if their contact time is longer than this assumed drainage time [90, 93]. Thus,

instead of resolving the dynamics of the thin film, an adjustable parameter, the interface rupture

time, is assumed. This latter model has been coupled with front tracking approaches, in which

topological modifications of the interface (as for instance coalescences and breakages) have to be

explicitly modeled.

Another possibility is to use a short-range repulsive force as a mesoscale representation of

near-contact forces [236–238], as for instance van der Waals or electrostatic forces. The short-

range repulsive force acts only in the close proximity of the interface, usually in a halo few grid

cells thick surrounding the drop, and is only active in the area where halos belonging to different

drops superpose, as shown in the scheme in figure 18. This latter model depends on relatively

few parameters, namely the thickness of the halo and the magnitude of the force. Overall, there
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Fig. 18. Scheme of the algorithm used to impose a short-range repulsive force on two colliding drops. The two approaching drops

(green and cyan, bounded by the interface ψ = 0) are identified by two separate markers Ii, Ij . Each drop has a surrounding halo

(gray area); the forcing is applied on the region where halos belonging to different drops superpose, i.e. the red area. The image is

taken from De Vita et al. [236]

is clearly a trade-off between the model complexity and its physical background. Simpler models

(as for instance the repulsive force or the imposed time-to-coalescence model) require very few

arbitrary parameters to be set, but at the same time they lack of a strong physical background, as

their aim is to approximate the molecular-scale phenomena on a much larger scale. Differently,

more complex models (as for instance drainage models) require less arbitrary parameters, but use

instead input data from the large-scale simulation (e.g. initial and boundary conditions) and then

provide an output to the large-scale simulation (as for instance the time required to complete the

drainage [232] or the pressure in the thin film [234]).

The use of these models in simulations of drop-drop collisions is beneficial: previous works

where these models are employed were able to fairly reproduce the Weber number-impact pa-

rameter diagram [232,234,262]. In particular, although the critical Weber number (transition from

bouncing to high-deformation coalescence) exhibits a grid resolution dependence [234], the dif-

ferent collision outcomes can be reproduced and the resulting collision map exhibits only a weak

dependence on the grid resolution [232,262]. To visually appreciate this agreement, a comparison

among two different simulations (respectively those reported in Rajkotwala et al. 2018 [262] and

Kwakkel et al. 2013 [232]) and the experiments of Qian and Law (1997) [260] is shown in figure 19.

All collisions reported refer to the regime IV, near head-on separation.

Extending the use of these models to turbulent flows laden with a large number of drops of
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LRFM [262] CLS-VoF [232] EXP [260]

Fig. 19. Visual comparison among the simulations performed by Rajkotwala et al. 2018 [262] (left column, LRFM) and Kwakkel et al.

2013 [232] (central column, CLS-VoF) and the experiments of Qian and Law (1997) [260] (right column, EXP) for drop-drop collisions

in the near head-on separation regime (regime IV). Time is reported in milliseconds. In this regime, after the initial merging of the two

drops (t = 0.08ms), an outward spreading disk is formed (t = 0.35ms); under the action of surface tension forces, this disk

contracts and the drop stretches out along the collision axis forming a dumbbell (t = 1.35ms). The large impingement inertia leads

to the breakage of the ligament (t = 1.95ms) and drops separate; smaller satellite droplets may be formed during the retraction of

the ligament. In the left column the different marker functions (i.e. the different linked list of points) are reported using different colors;

as the drops merge and break the linked lists of points are updated. The simulations have been performed using models for the film

drainage and film rupture stages. The image has been taken from Rajkotwala et al. 2018 [262].

different sizes that mutually interact is a rather challenging task. Indeed, in general, the use of

these models requires an additional algorithm that detects drop-drop collisions. For the simpler

coalescence models (repulsive force or contact time), this algorithm is used to determine whether

a repulsive force needs to be applied or a timer measuring the contact time has to be started,

while for more sophisticated approaches (e.g. film drainage), it is required to determine when an

additional parallel simulation that computes the film drainage dynamics has to be started [232].

The computational cost of this algorithm is almost negligible for small number of drops, while

it drastically increases for large swarm of drops or when large-scale simulations are performed.

Hence, the use of coalescence models has mainly been limited to relatively simple cases (e.g.

drop-drop collisions) with fewer cases involving multiple drops carried by a turbulent flow [91,

92]. Lu and Tryggvason [91, 92] included a coalescence model in their numerical simulations of

a swarm of bubbles in a vertical channel flow to investigate the effect of coalescence. It must

be noted however that, being a front-tracking-based approach, topological modifications of the

interface have to be explicitly defined as they are not already intrinsic to the interface tracking
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model; in these works coalescence took place whenever the interfaces were closer than a certain

arbitrary threshold. These works mainly focused on investigating the effects of the topological

modifications of the interface (hence, of the proposed coalescence model) on the flow and did not

provide any information on the simulated bubble size distribution, so the question on whether such

coalescence model is able to recover the scaling observed for the coalescence-dominated regime

is still open. An additional difficulty comes from the presence of small drops or bubbles, whose

size is comparable to the grid resolution and hence will not be properly resolved on a relatively

coarse grid (and as well their mutual interaction).

The difficulties in improving the description of coalescence events pose some limitations on

the information that can be extracted from large-scale simulations, and in particular on the drop

size distribution. In most of the cases, we expect that simulations will not be able to accurately

describe the coalescence-dominated regime, i.e. the dynamics of drops smaller than the Hinze

scale. These drops are unlikely to break apart in smaller droplets, and will more likely interact with

the surrounding drops, thus stressing on the limitations of the numerical description of coalescence

events. In addition, a fraction of these drops has a size comparable to the grid size and, as a

consequence, their numerical description is not particularly accurate. In the breakage-dominated

regime, covering the dynamics of drops larger than the Hinze scale, we expect instead a rather

accurate prediction: larger drops are very prone to be broken apart by turbulence and will interact

less with the surrounding drops. This aspect strongly limits the impact of numerical coalescence

on the results and instead leverages on the fairly accurate description of the breakage events.

Furthermore the description of larger drops is more accurate than for smaller drops, as the grid

spacing is much smaller than the drop size.

To confirm these speculations and to verify the quality of the numerical predictions, we com-

pare the results obtained in previous works with analytic scalings and experimental data. For

the analytic scalings, several models to predict the resulting DSD were proposed. Among these,

the most commonly adopted distributions are: normal [275, 276], log-normal [277–279], Rosin-

Rammler [280], Weibull [281], upper limit equation [282] and power law [271, 274, 283–286]. Al-

though a universal agreement over several decades has not been yet demonstrated, several ex-
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Coalescence-dominated Breakage-dominated

Fig. 20. Comparison of the drop size distribution computed using different numerical approaches and obtained from experimental

measurements; the analytic scaling law for the coalescence-dominated regime (gray), d−3/2, and the scaling laws for the breakage-

dominated regime (white), d−10/3 and d−3, are also provided for reference. The data are taken from Deane and Stokes (DS2002,

experimental [271]), Blenkinsopp and Chaplin (BC2010, experimental [272]), Callaghan and Deane (CD2014, experimental [273]),

Deike et al. (D2016, VoF [274]), Mukherjee et al. (M2019, LB [153]) and Soligo et al. (S2019, PF [152]). The drop diameter is

normalized using the Hinze diameter for each case, while the drop size distribution is reported in arbitrary units due to the different

normalizations adopted in the various works. A fair agreement is obtained in the breakage-dominated regime, i.e. for drops larger than

the Hinze diameter.

perimental [271, 272, 287] and numerical [152, 153, 274, 284, 285, 288] works, in which turbulent

flows laden with drops are considered, report a good agreement with a power law scaling. In

particular, for the coalescence-dominated regime (drops smaller than the Hinze scale), Deane &

Stokes (2002) [271], using arguments from the mechanics of steady-state jets and considering the

case of breaking waves, derived the following scaling:

P (d) ∝ Q
(ρ
σ

)3/2
u2d−3/2 , (22)

where Q is the volume of air (i.e. dispersed phase) entrained per volume of water (i.e. carrier
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phase) per second, ρ the carrier phase density, u a characteristic velocity and d the droplet di-

ameter. For the breakage-dominated regime (drops larger than the Hinze scale), Garrett et al.

(2000) [283], assuming a break-up cascade mechanism and considering the case of breaking

waves, proposed the following scaling:

P (d) ∝ Qε−1/3d−10/3 , (23)

where ε is the fluid turbulent dissipation rate. Although the model proposed by Garrett et al. (2000)

[283] relies on strong physical arguments and can be applied to different turbulent multiphase

flow instances [286], an universal agreement on the value of the exponent (i.e. α = −10/3)

has not been obtained yet, and previous works reported values varying between α = −3 [272,

274, 285, 287, 289] and α = −10/3 [271, 283, 290, 291]. In figure 20, the results obtained from

previous numerical works, all of which employed different numerical methods (Lattice Boltzmann

[153], Volume of Fluid [274] and phase-field method [152]), are compared against the experimental

data of Deane and Stokes [271], Blenkinsopp and Chaplin [272] and Callaghan and Deane [273].

The scalings for the coalescence-dominated regime (exponent α = −3/2, dotted line) and for

the breakage-dominated regime (exponents α = −3 and α = −10/3, solid and dashed lines

respectively) are also reported as reference.

For the coalescence-dominated regime (gray region, drops smaller than the Hinze scale), con-

sidering the experimental results, only the data of Deane and Stokes (2002) [271] and Callaghan

and Deane (2014) [273] seem to follow the −3/2 power law scaling, while the results of Blenk-

insopp and Chaplin [272] deviate from the analytic scaling and the measured exponent is close

to zero. It must be noted, however, that for the experimental dataset of Callaghan and Deane

(2014) [273], only few points below the Hinze diameter are available; thus the scaling expo-

nent cannot be accurately quantified. This discrepancy observed among the experimental re-

sults [271–273] can be explained considering differences in the type of measurements (steady-

state or transient) and in the specifics of the experimental techniques adopted in each work. Like-

wise, considering the numerical results, which are obtained using different numerical methods
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(phase-field [152], lattice Boltzmann [153], and volume of fluid [274]), the difficulties in the simula-

tion of coalescence phenomena, which are crucial in determining the drop size distribution below

the Hinze diameter, negatively affect the accuracy of numerical simulations in this regime. Moving

to the breakage-dominated regime (white region, drops larger than the Hinze scale), comparing

experimental measurements [271–273] and numerical simulations [152,153,274] it can be noticed

how all methods accurately capture the scalings proposed for the breakage-dominated regime.

Further data, spanning a wider range of scales, are however needed to identify the correct scaling

exponent between α = −3 and α = −10/3. As of now, the limited range of sizes available does

not allow to infer the precise value of the exponent.

Overall, from the results reported in figure 20, it is clear how both experiments and numeri-

cal simulation struggle in capturing the proposed analytic scaling for the coalescence-dominated

regime, while a much better agreement between experimental results, numerical results, and the-

oretical scaling laws can be achieved in the breakage-dominated regime. Improving the simulation

of coalescence phenomena through simplified models or, by locally refining the computational grid

in the region where the interfaces collide, would be of key importance to accurately simulate the

dynamics of smaller drops, especially those smaller than the Hinze diameter and, thus to improve

the results accuracy in the coalescence-dominated regime.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Turbulent multiphase flows play a key role in many natural phenomena and industrial pro-

cesses. It is widely accepted that numerical simulations provide an invaluable tool to shed light on

the intricate physics of these flowing systems, but it is also clear that the multi-scale nature of these

flows imposes computational requirements that cannot be matched by existing computational in-

frastructures: even with the help of cutting-edge high-performance computing infrastructures, only

a fraction of the scales, which are crucial to determine the evolution of the system, can be directly

resolved. Indeed, the typical range of length scales in multiphase turbulence covers about eight to

nine orders of magnitude – from the interface description to the large-scale geometry, while current

limitations of numerical simulations narrow this range to three – at most four – orders of magni-
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tude. Several methods have been developed to simulate multiphase turbulent flows, and in this

review we focus on methods belonging to the interface-resolved family: all turbulent scales, from

the scale of the largest flow structure down to the Kolmogorov length scale of the smallest eddies,

are resolved, while smaller scales, including the molecular scale of the interface, are modeled or

not resolved. This approach introduces inevitable inaccuracies in the simulations: phenomena

acting at these scales are smeared out on the smallest resolved length scale. However, since

phenomena occurring at the unresolved smaller scales are capable of influencing the physics at

the larger scales, approximations introduced at the unresolved scales affect also the dynamics of

the entire system. By far, the largest inaccuracy in the prediction of the multiphase system occurs

when the dispersed flow undergoes topological changes, which is to say when two drops merge

in a coalescence event or when one drop breaks into smaller drops during a breakage event. In

particular, the impossibility of resolving the molecular-scale dynamics has a strong effect on the

simulation of interface merging and breakage, for which the effects of the molecular-scale physics

cannot be completely ruled out. The unfeasibility of performing numerical simulations that resolve

all the scales mandates the use of additional models and suitable strategies. These models, how-

ever, do not resolve the missing physics, and are rather an attempt to integrate the effects of these

missing physics in the numerical simulation. For example, models that aim at improving the sim-

ulation of interface merging (i.e. coalescence) do not involve any of the molecular-scale physics

that govern the rupture of the interface and the formation of the coalescence bridge; they provide

instead a comparable effect albeit at a mesoscopic scale. Similarly, strategies such as the adop-

tion of an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) scheme have certainly their merit in the improvement

of the simulation of interface breakage, however the lower threshold on the smallest interfacial

features that can be simulated is only shifted towards slightly smaller scales. Another issue, which

is related to the simulation of the smaller interfacial features (although at a scale much larger

than the molecular one), is the description of drops and ligaments whose size is comparable or

smaller than the local grid resolution. In these cases AMR strategies are rather successful, even

though the intrinsic limitation on the smallest resolved scale is not removed, but it is just shifted

towards smaller scales. The adoption of a hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation somehow re-
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Fig. 21. Summary points at a glance

moves this limitation on the smaller droplets, which are treated as point-wise particles and tracked

within a Lagrangian framework, at the cost of losing the sub-grid interfacial dynamics, which are

only captured through simplified models. While there is no limitation on the smallest droplet size,

a Lagrangian description of the droplets introduces some inaccuracies when moving the droplets

between the Eulerian and the Lagrangian framework: the flow field must be adapted when adding

or removing droplets from the Eulerian framework and the droplet shape is assumed a priori when

inserting droplets from the Lagrangian framework back into the Eulerian one.

Despite these issues, interface resolved simulations can still tell us plenty of information about

the physics of the system. The comparison of the drop size distributions obtained from numerical

simulations with experimental data [271–273] and analytic scalings [271,283] proves the capability

of the current methods: a good agreement can be observed for drops larger than the Hinze diame-

ter, i.e. in the breakage-dominated regime, hinting that the dynamics of interface breaking are well
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Fig. 22. Future perspectives at a glance

captured with numerical simulations. Differently, considering the coalescence-dominated regime,

i.e. drops smaller than the Hinze diameter, numerical simulations struggle in reproducing the avail-

able data, indicating that the effects of numerical coalescence and of the limited grid resolution are

dominant in this region of the drop size distribution. It must be noted that also experimental mea-

surements do not exhibit a common agreement in the coalescence-dominated regime, mainly due

to differences in spatial and temporal resolution and in measurement techniques. Overall, we can

safely state that, while the dynamics of the larger interfacial scales is accurately captured by nu-

merical simulations, that of the smaller interfacial scales is affected by the grid resolution and by

the eventual adoption of specific sub-grid scale models.

All these issues need to be addressed to improve the accuracy of numerical simulations of

multiphase flows; however, some of them are not as critical. We can indeed sort them by priority:
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it is clear that improving the simulation of interface merging and of the smaller droplets and liga-

ments is more crucial than resolving with a higher accuracy the breakage of the interface, which is

already quite accurate in standard implementations. Acting on the first two issues, interface merg-

ing and smaller droplets, through models or AMR strategies comes however at a cost: the free

parameters of the various approaches need to be carefully selected. For coalescence models,

the choice of the parameters modifies the drop-drop collision outcome: for instance the magni-

tude of the repulsive forcing determines whether the interfaces will merge upon collision [236].

Furthermore, the grid resolution has a negligible effect in certain film drainage models [232,262],

while it is more important in others [234]. For AMR, a suitable minimum cut-off length has to be

chosen carefully, minding that excessively reducing the grid spacing is often unnecessary and

unfeasible [50, 229]. Likewise, for hybrid methods, a length scale setting a threshold between

the Eulerian and the Lagrangian description has to be selected: a large value of the length scale

threshold introduces a consistent approximation when describing these droplets in the Lagrangian

framework, while a small value leads to a poor description of the interface shape in the Eulerian

framework. In addition to these issues linked with the choice of model parameters, one has also

to consider the substantial increase in algorithm complexity and computational cost. Indeed, for

coalescence models and AMR, algorithms that identify all the forthcoming merging and break-

age of the interface are required. The scalable and efficient implementation of these algorithms

in parallel architectures, like those commonly employed to perform large-scale simulations, is a

challenging task: complex data structures and an augmented volume of data communication in-

crease the computational cost of the simulations, limiting the use of these approaches to rather

simple configurations. Clearly, models able to capture the sub-grid interfacial dynamics are of cru-

cial importance in the simulation of multiphase turbulence; robust and high-performing algorithms

to improve the numerical simulation of coalescence, breakage and small droplets are indeed a

highly-desirable feature in next-generation interface-resolved simulations. At the same time, a bet-

ter understanding of the physics governing interface merging is sought to guide the development

of more physics-aware coalescence models.
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11 Schematic of the redistribution of fluxes from the interface (solid black line, I = 0.5)

and the bulk region (light red and dark red regions, I = 1). The thin adsorption layer

(thickness δ) is reported in dark red and the computational grid is reported in the

background with thin solid lines (grid spacing ∆). The sink/source contribution at
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12 Front Tracking simulation of a vertical channel flow laden with buoyant bubbles. A
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Soligo et al. [216]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
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14 Time sequence of a coalescence event, panels (b)-(c)-(d), top view. The event

refers to the drops reported in panel (a). After the initial approach (panel b), the

thin liquid film drains, a bridge is formed and the two drops merge (panel c); fi-

nally, surface tension forces reshape the newly formed drop (panel d). A red box

(top row panel) identifies the region of the domain reported in the smaller panels

(bottom row). The figure shows a top view of a turbulent channel flow laden with

surfactant-laden droplets; adapted from Soligo et al. 2019 [152]. As a reference,

the computational grid employed (which has a spacing ∆x/ηk = ∆y/ηk ' 0.85, with

ηk being the Kolmogorov length scale) has been also reported. . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

15 Time sequence of a breakage event, panels (b)-(c)-(d), top view. The breakage

refers to the drop reported in panel (a). The drop is stretched and a liquid thread

is formed and thins (panels b), forms a neck (panel c) and subsequently breaks

at the necking point (panel d). A red box (top row panel) identifies the region of
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∆x/ηk = ∆y/ηk ' 0.85, with ηk being the Kolmogorov length scale) has been also

reported. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

16 Simulation of an atomization process performed using an hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian

formulation. The large-scale interfaces (white) are resolved using a volume of fluid

(VoF) method while the smaller droplets (orange) are described using a Lagrangian

Particle Tracking (LPT) method. The image has been taken from Ling et al. 2015 [47] 37

17 Panel (a) shows a sketch of the setup considered to investigate the outcome of

the drop-drop collision. Panel (b) shows the Weber-impact parameter diagram ob-

tained from experimental measurements of the collision outcome of hydrocarbon

droplets in air (reproduced from Qian and Law [260]). Different collision outcomes

can be obtained for different combinations of the parameters: (I)-(III) coalescence,

(II) bouncing, (IV) near head-on and (V) off-centre separation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
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18 Scheme of the algorithm used to impose a short-range repulsive force on two col-

liding drops. The two approaching drops (green and cyan, bounded by the interface

ψ = 0) are identified by two separate markers Ii, Ij . Each drop has a surround-

ing halo (gray area); the forcing is applied on the region where halos belonging to

different drops superpose, i.e. the red area. The image is taken from De Vita et

al. [236] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

19 Visual comparison among the simulations performed by Rajkotwala et al. 2018

[262] (left column, LRFM) and Kwakkel et al. 2013 [232] (central column, CLS-

VoF) and the experiments of Qian and Law (1997) [260] (right column, EXP) for
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The simulations have been performed using models for the film drainage and film

rupture stages. The image has been taken from Rajkotwala et al. 2018 [262]. . . . . 43
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proaches and obtained from experimental measurements; the analytic scaling law

for the coalescence-dominated regime (gray), d−3/2, and the scaling laws for the

breakage-dominated regime (white), d−10/3 and d−3, are also provided for refer-

ence. The data are taken from Deane and Stokes (DS2002, experimental [271]),

Blenkinsopp and Chaplin (BC2010, experimental [272]), Callaghan and Deane (CD2014,

experimental [273]), Deike et al. (D2016, VoF [274]), Mukherjee et al. (M2019,

LB [153]) and Soligo et al. (S2019, PF [152]). The drop diameter is normalized
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in arbitrary units due to the different normalizations adopted in the various works. A

fair agreement is obtained in the breakage-dominated regime, i.e. for drops larger
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